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foreword

Carving Spirit into Rock

The Journals of Emma Bell Miles

e L i z A B e t h  s .  D .  e n G e L h A r D t

 i have talked with many people about their experience of reading 
emma Bell Miles’s Spirit of the Mountains for the first time.
 no matter how many other Appalachian authors we have read, no 
matter how much women’s literature, no matter how many philoso-
phers from the early twentieth century, Miles and her best-known text 
stick with us. At first we turn the pages at a fevered pace, thinking, 
Finally! someone in the early twentieth century is trying to capture 
how complex Appalachia was. the book portrays men and women, 
people of different ages, newcomers and longtime residents and even 
that rarest of creatures, the middle-term settler, neither fully belong-
ing nor fully new. Music, art, teaching, nature, architecture, and phi-
losophy are equals in the discussion. We lose ourselves in the range 
of people and their concerns. then, we notice how quickly the end of 
the book is arriving. We slow down, savoring every page, hoping to 
delay its end.
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 next, we try to describe it to others. We begin straightforwardly—
its plot, its characters, and its structure. But we soon find ourselves 
talking about its slippery nature, its odd turns of phrase, its author 
who is not its narrator but who may be its voice. We call it a mani-
festo, creative nonfiction, scholarship, and memoir—none of which is 
precisely correct. We acknowledge it is not free of its time—some 
chapters hold up better to twenty-first-century eyes. But we find other 
parts anticipate today in surprising ways—its calls against unthink-
ing development, its insistence on eating and purchasing locally. Our 
descriptions dwindle away as we find ourselves failing to capture its 
many twists and turns.
 so, finally, we try to convince others to read it. We become 
proselytizers, as if the spirit of Miles’s title can be conferred and shared. 
have you? here, let me get you a copy. tell me what you make of this. 
remember what she says about? Did you know she did all the illustra-
tions too? Maybe we should read it together? We feel the book is still a 
relative secret but we wish that were less true.
 The Spirit of the Mountains has been back in print almost continuously 
since the 1970s, and scholars have worked to piece together its pub-
lication history and its author’s other works in relation to her era. We 
know it is a terse book in a time of massive tomes. it blends genres in 
ways authors struggle to innovate still today. it faces simultaneously 
forward and backward, prescient and yet rooted to its past. each time 
you think you have its meanings corralled, they skitter away from you. 
Most crucial, however, is what we do not know. its author is both in-
timately present and frustratingly absent between the pages. Miles has 
been difficult to find in the archives, and her tracks in eastern tennes-
see have seemed confusing at best, leading to disagreements between 
biographers, errors in the historical record, and unsettled speculations 
by scholars and fans alike.
 Questions circle her, hounding her legacy like so many unsettled 
ghosts. Did she think of herself as an educator even if she did not teach 
secondary school like her parents and her most famous narrator? Did 
Grace MacGowan Cooke, another Chattanooga writer, steal Miles’s in-
tellectual property or did Miles agree to and in fact benefit from their 
collaborations? Could her husband Frank earn a living for the family 
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and did he? Most important, how did Miles feel about her achieve-
ments and setbacks? really, who was emma Bell Miles?
 With this volume, we finally have some answers. thanks to the 
hard work of steven Cox—first in acquiring and preserving the jour-
nals, and then in transcribing the massive number of words therein—
we now have an extraordinary document of Appalachian women’s 
writing. Miles in her own words proves just as creative and determined 
as her fictional and philosophical writings have suggested her fellow 
mountain residents to be. the family tragedies her biographers have 
unearthed stand in vivid detail when viewed through the eyes of this 
hard-working mother writing to cope in the midst of crisis. A com-
munity of women writers, who were in and out of each other’s homes, 
finances, and emotional trust, comes into focus.
 Across the journals, Miles emerges as a fully realized artist—with 
both the strengths and the challenges that implies. she is difficult at 
times. her responses to friends and family sound prickly and even oc-
casionally downright dreary. she maintains focus on survival—but in 
some months that means survival of her artistic vision; in others it is 
the logistics of simply feeding a very hungry, economically insecure 
family; and in still other months it is the survival of her own broken-
down body. through it all she is a devoted mother whose love for 
her children motivates her to write with as much unflinching honesty 
as she can muster. Miles is caught in cycles of pain and joy, faith and 
despair, making her deeply human. yet, she is an inspiring observer, 
with a knack for finding moments of breathtaking beauty; her ability to 
describe those moments lifts her above the common.
 Miles stands at a transitional moment as the language of psycho-
analysis enters people’s everyday language. her journals look back to 
nineteenth-century nature writing and forward to twentieth-century 
self-reflection. readers looking for a sweet friend who likes birds will 
find instead a complex friend who is brutally honest about her own 
and her acquaintances’ failings and strengths. We see her realize that 
at barely thirty years old she is dying—and that her artistic goals 
and vision will remain only partially fulfilled. We see her decide that 
partially is better than not at all, and even as the journals wind down, 
she begins ambitious projects and dreams of reaching new audiences. 
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the journals and Miles herself are at turns heartbreaking, frustrating, 
and revealing.
 Miles still poses some mysteries (and i cannot help but imagine 
she would find pleasure in at least some of that). the journals give us 
tantalizing glimpses of lost works by Miles. she describes short sto-
ries, poems, and even novels. some were likely just ideas tried out and 
roughly imagined. Others, she describes mailing off in finished form in 
submission packets. With this volume now available, scholars and lay 
readers will be able to search the magazines, journals, newspapers, and 
publishing houses’ archives with more concrete leads. i am certain that 
what has been a frustratingly slim bibliography of written output by 
Miles will soon be much more robust. At the least, we will no longer be 
forced to consider The Spirit of the Mountains in isolation from the rest of 
Miles’s creative work.
 similarly, we know that Chattanooga’s private art collections 
and living rooms hold the artistic output of Miles, but with the pub-
lication of these journals, we can trace where more of those can-
vasses were sent. From her narration of her days spent sketching, 
drawing, and illustrating, we may find new leads to date or collect 
her oeuvre. Miles did not separate her artistic and written projects; 
the journals allow us to bring them more closely together and in 
better view. Our understanding of both will be richer for reintegrat-
ing her creative vision.
 For as much as Once I Too Had Wings gives us a fuller picture of emma 
Bell Miles and allows us to revisit our scholarly and passionate engage-
ments with her and her work, that is only half the potential here. As 
with The Spirit of the Mountains, Miles again tells us as much about others 
as herself. We can read her journals, as Cox’s thoughtful introduction 
suggests, as windows into Appalachian culture, women’s activism, and 
literary communities. nor is the impact of the volume confined to Ap-
palachian studies, art history, women’s studies, and women’s literature. 
the journals have much to offer scholars of early twentieth-century 
racial and class structures, historians of medicine, naturalists, people 
fascinated by the struggles of an artistic life, and readers interested in 
the southern United states’ transition out of the nineteenth century 
and into twentieth-century modernity. 
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 take, for instance, a story that unfolds between 1914 and 1918 in 
the journals. soon after moving into Chattanooga to write for the local 
newspaper, Miles was mugged by an African American named houston 
Green, “on the corner of vine & Lindsay.” An incident that begins on 
the neighborhood level moves up through city structures (as Miles and 
Green have to navigate the police and news) and connects with the na-
tion as Miles reads black literature by black writers like Paul Laurence 
Dunbar and ponders what she finds to be an overly harsh sentence 
given to Green.
 Four years later, the story circles back down to a conversation be-
tween two mothers, Miles and Green’s mother. Miles wrestles with the 
social politics not just of Chattanooga or Appalachia, but of the larger 
United states, from social Darwinism, to racial equality, to suffrage 
and women’s rights, to socialism, to agnosticism and new thought. At 
times she sounds in coalition with anyone marginalized by structures 
of power, be they class-, race-, gender-, or place-based. As she inves-
tigates the resources available to her should she try to divorce Frank, 
Miles fiercely decries the inequalities faced by women and extends that 
reaction to the rest of the nation’s disempowered. At times she seems 
conservatively protective of whiteness or Appalachian superiority. We 
cannot dismiss her as simply one thing or another—a racial essentialist, 
a progressive liberal, a spiritual questioner, or a radical traditionalist. 
We will have to enter into her world of complicated struggles with big 
ideas, not seeking simple answers or easy judgments. that may prove 
the most important change these journals provoke. in the all-too-brief 
life of emma Bell Miles, we see reflected our own tangled communities, 
filled with complexity, peril, and promise.
 so what do we do now?
 Miles warns us to slow down and get it right. early in the journals, 
she strongly criticizes the kind of local color writer who rides through 
on a train and then makes money off mountain stories. Miles dismissively 
sneers at their inaccurate descriptions of the fall color (and foreshadows 
our own era of some mountain tourism), the kind that forsakes actual ob-
servation for romantic reveries: “[W]riters of fiction ought to know that 
each species of hard wood tree has its own peculiar individual color in 
autumn.” she sniffs, “if a little real attention were given to this subject we 
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should read less of ‘scarlet beeches’ and ‘crimson hickories’ in the Octo-
ber woods.” she lists the actual colors individual species of trees turn. she 
knows what trees grow in her part of the mountains. she knows which 
ones may be simultaneously in full display and which follow in discrete 
progression. With her list, Miles rightly argues that such details matter. if 
a story wants to claim that place affects people, that culture is inseparable 
from nature, then those stories had better get the places and nature right. 
Conversely, if people want to affect the places where they reside in ways 
other than the merely destructive, then they had best learn to see, learn 
to wait, learn to listen. i do not know what our consensus about Miles will 
be after we have seen, sat patiently with, and listened carefully to these 
journals. But i do know that we now have a fair chance at coming to a 
deeper understanding of this person, her communities, and their era.
 Finally, Miles reminds us to resist the saccharine in our assessment 
of her and her Appalachia. We would do well to extend that warning to 
her life, giving us another directive in how to read her biography. Miles 
occasionally feels sentimental and writes in that register. some of her 
short stories and character sketches indulge in sentimental outbursts; 
occasional entries in the journals do as well. For instance, describing 
an old spring to which she has hiked, where generations have carved 
graffiti into the surrounding rock, Miles begins with such sentiment, 
noting, “names twenty years gone and more; names of the dead, names 
of those who have risen out of humble ken.” But she just as quickly 
turns away, rejecting the temptation to freeze romance into stereotypi-
cal happy endings. instead, Miles imagines the tragic and the realistic 
beyond the moment of carving graffiti. she reminds us that some of the 
long-past names belong to people “now lodged out of sight in dens of 
infamy, girls now staid mothers, boys grown to bearded men.” romance 
does not preclude tragedy—and romance mixed with realism deepens 
her brief moment at the spring. some people start out with love stories 
and end up with economic hardship, bitter struggles between person-
alities, and death from age or disease. People fall in love, create curi-
ously haunting works of art, fight and make up, live ahead of their time, 
and are alternately embraced and punished for aiming higher than the 
community around them. Love and heartbreak exist simultaneously in 
this wellspring of an Appalachian life.
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